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Abstract 

The Bragg curve spc~ctroscopy (BCS) technique employed to identify the light 

mass fragments of proton-induced reactions was described and demonstrated using 

the Bragg curve detector (BCD). A feasibility study of measuring the continuum 

emission energy spec1ra of light mass fragments the BCD at iThemba LABS 

has been done for thn first time. The application of the BCD and its performance 

wa.s investigated on proton-induced reactions on 12C at an incident energy of 200 

MeV, over an angular range of 30° to DOo. The reaction products with atomic 

numbers of 2 < Z ::; 6 were measured with a BCD down to an energy threshold 

of about 1 MeV /amu using isobutane as the detector gas. Double differential 

cross sections of the energy and angular distributions of the emitted 0: particles 

were of interest. Ce,mparisons of the experimental angular distribution with a 

phenomenological approach suggest that the 0: spectra at low emission energies 

indicate an increase in the multistep compound contribution to the cross section. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

The emission of intermediate-mass fragments (IMFs) in reactions induced by ener

getic protons and hl~avy ions have been a subject of recent interest [Por89, Cer92]. 

These measurements are mostly done at higher incident energies above 1 GeV on 

heavier targets. Kotov et. al. [Kot95] investigates the evolution of the main 

charactecteristics of the IMF production process in the wide range of heavier 

targets from Al to Au with 1 GeV protons. While Porile et. al. [Por89] investigate 

the IMF produced in the reaction of 1 - 19 GeV protons on a xenon target 

in which the evolution of multifragmentatian is described in terms of a phase 

transition, similar sl,udies used heavy ions as projectiles such as in the fusion of 328 

with 107 Ag at an energy of 30 MeV /amu [Cer92]. While the physics concerning 

the fragmentation ,)f both the target and the projectile still needs to be fully 

understood a number of applications make use of the experimental cross sections. 

For instance the study with protons on the heavier targets provide data for the 

design of spallation sources required for accelerator driven system, that might be 

used to amongst attlers burn long-lived nuclear waste. 

Due to their low binding energies, IMFs of atomic numbers of 3 ::; Z ::; 5 (Li, 

Be and B) are highly unstable and are unlikely to survive the temperature and 

the pressure encountered during stellar nucleosynthesis. In order to understand 
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2 Introduction 

the abundances of these nuclei, spallation reactions induced by protons in nuclei 

such as 12C, 14N anti 16 0 in low-density astronomical environments and cosmic 

rays have been proposed. In the case of 12C 50 % of Li, Be and B production are 

formed by spallation reactions induced by protons on 12C in the cosmic rays. The 

choice of a 12C targd does not lie only in its astrophysical importance [Wes88], 

but will also provide data for nuclear medicine especially in hadron therapy. 

In the present work, the IMFs produced in the interactions of 200 Me V protons 

wit.h a 12C target ar(~ studied. The inddent energy of 200 MeV was chosen since 

the energy spectrum of the protons in the cosmic rays peaks between 100 MeV and 

1 GeV and also for medical purposes due to the fact that most of these facilities 

run with 200 Me V protons. The cross sections for the production of Li, Be and B 

from spallation of a 12C target were previously studied at an incident energy of 100 

MeV [Roc76]. A study at 200 MeV should contribute in an important way to the 

overall interpretation of the yields previously obtained at lower incident energies. 

While formal theories are still being developed to describe the emission of IMF's 

over a wide range d reactions and energies, data from the (p,o:) reaction be

tween 100 and 200 "tI1eV from different target masses as low as 27 Al was studied 

recently [Cow96]. III this study both the statistical multistep (SM) theory and 

Feshbach, Kerman and Koonin (FKK) [Fes80] theory and the phenomenological 

prescription of Kalba.ch [KaI81] was found to reproduce the (p,o:) data successfully. 

Similar calculations with the FKK theory for the reaction 12C(p,o:) have not 

produced consistent results yet. While other models like Intra Nuclear Cascade 

(INC) [Enk99] are also tested and implemented at these energies to predict also 

the (p,a) cross sections, the Kalbach systematics are applied in the present study 

to obtain an indication of the possible reaction mechanism. 

The previous (p,a) measurements [Roc76, Cha99] used standard ~E-E detector 

telescopes. Since th(~ energy threshold of such a set up depends on the thickness 

of the ~E detector, for the first time, at iThemba LABS, a Bragg curve detector 

(BCD) was used to measure the low energy part of these spectra. With such a 

detector which uses it thin entrance window energy threshold of about 1 Me V I amu 
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1.2 Nuclear Reaction Mechanism 3 

can be achieved. The BCD has been used widely in other nuclear studies such as 

multifragmentation "Tan95, Och96]. It is used in intermediate-energy (100 MeV 

- 1 GeV) nuclear ret,,ction studies, where they provide information on energy and 

atomic numbers of li~ht mass particles and IMFs. The degree of usefulness of BCD 

depends on the reliability of the detector gas and the Frisch grid to anode gap to 

their response in terms of the physical quantities, such as the particle energy and 

range or atomic and mass numbers. 

The present work dpscribes a Bragg Curve Detector (BCD) that realizes all the 

current identification techniques; i.e. Bragg peak amplit ude and range-energy 

relation [Ort98]. The study of l!vfF emission in the interaction of 200 MeV 

protons with a 12C was investigated using a BCD. The application of the BCD 

and its performance has been investigated by determining the energy and angular 

distributions of inclusive double differential cross sections of IMFs (2 :s; Z:S; 6) at 

emission energies as low as about 1 Me V j amu. 

1.2 Nuclear Reaction Mechanism 

1.2.1 Target Fragmentation 

In nuclear reactions with light ions of high bombardment energies (about 100 

MeV jamu), the initiaJ collision between the projectile and the individual nucleons 

in the target nucleus is so fast and violent that the first few events results almost 

always from direct processes. This stage is followed by a series of individual 

nucleons (or small groups of nucleons) and either IMFs may be ejected (called 

spallation or fragmentation) or the target may break into several large fragments 

(called multifragmentation). While the first stage is well described by the INC 

model [Enk99, Cug97] the later stages regarding fragmentation are treated by the 

statistical multistep fragmentation model (SMM) as far as medium-weight targets 

are concerned [Bot90]. Since the projectile was chosen to be a proton IMFs can 

only originate from the target. 
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4 Introduction 

1.2.2 Statistical Multistep Reactions 

Figure 1.1 is a schematic illustration of the typical energy spectrum of particles 

emerging from nuclear reactions. At the upper end of the spectrum are a number of 

discrete peaks due to elastic scattering, inelastic scattering and transfer reactions. 

The highest energy peak is the elastic peak, which has the same energy as the 

incident energy of the emerging particle in the center of mass system. At lower 

emission energies, the peaks corresponding to more closely spaced levels in final 

nuclei are not fully resolved because of the detector limitation and spread in energy 

of the incident beam. At the lower end of the energy scale, we see a broad 

continuum, below 10 MeV, which is mainly due to decays of compound nucleus. 

The statistical or compound nucleus model was first proposed by Bohr in 1937. 

Its basic assumption is t he independence of formation and decay of the compound 

nucleus. 

Direct and compound nucleus reactions [Hod 71] have been extensively used to 

analyse a large number of nuclear reactions. But it is also possible for emission 

to take place after the direct stage and before the attainment of full statistical 

equilibrium. These are also called pre-equilibrium [Gad92] reactions. At the 

energies at which these reactions occur the states are strongly overlapping (this 

region is called the continuum). In order to calculate the pre-equilibrium cross 

sections, it is necessary to make statistical assumptions. The statistical multistep 

theory [Fes92] of FKK can also be used to analyse these type of reactions. This 

theory makes use of the distinction between multistep compound (MSC) and 

multistep direct (MSD) reactions: in MSC reactions all the particles remain bound 

during the equilibration cascade, whereas in MSD reactions one particle always 

remains in the continuum. Figure 1.2 shows the schematic diagram illustrating 

the distinction between MSC and MSD reactions [Fes92]. 

The multistep reaction theory is a quantum mechanical theory [Fes95] that pro

vides an analysis of the steps taken in the production of the compound nucleus and 

extends the direct theory to include many interaction rather than one. As referred 

to Figure 1.2 the first collision excites a nucleon to a higher shell-model state, thus 

creating a particle-hole pair. The second collision creates a further particle-hole 
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1.2 Nuclear Reaction Mechanism ------------------

Compound nucleus 
decay 

Multistep compound 

I 

Direct 
reactions 

Elastic Peak 

Multistep direct 

Outgoing energy 

Discrete 
states 

5 

Figure 1.1: Schematic energy spectrum of particles emitted from a nuclear 

reaction. 

pair, and the process continues until the energy of the projectile is shared among 

the nucleons of the target nucleus. At each stage of the collision it is possible for 

one of the nucleons to gain enough energy to escape from the target nucleus. This 

process goes for about 10-16 s, until the different types of particle are emitted, 

leaving the residual nucleus in the continuum state or in a particular excited state. 

At incident energies of 80 MeV to 200 Me V the statistical multistep model of 

Feshbach, Kerman and Koonin (FKK) [Fes80, Fes93] has been extensively used 
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6 Introduction 

to analyse proton induced reactions such as (p, pi) [Cow90;, (p,a) [Cow96J and 

(p,n) [Tra89]. Kalbach [Ka181] used the basic assumptions of the FKK theory to 

parameterize the preequilibrium cross sections. These parmeterizations are used 

as an approach to establish the role which the MSD or MSC processes play in 

these cross sections. 

-0-

l 
.. ... 

... .. 0 

• .., 
... • ... 

Qspace co 

• .. • ... .. • 
• .., .. 
19 • ... 
e .., <II 

• <» • 
incident 3p-2h ch.aw:le.l 2p-lh 

-0-
--0-

l ... 
CIt • 
... 
• ." P space • .. 
• ... 
• • 
• • ... • 
• .. 
... • 

Ip-lp 2p-2p 

Figure 1.2: Schematic shell model example of increasing complexity. Here P 

and Q space are for" the MSD and MSC) respectively [Fes92j. 

Typical angular distributions for the differential cross sections, in the centre-of

mass, of reaction products from MSD and MSC reactions are shown in Figure 1.3. 

The angular distribution of the emitted particles from direct reaction and a mul

tistep direct is forward peaked, since the projectile suffers a glancing or peripheral 
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1.3 Gas Detectors 7 

collision with the target from which the emitted particle will carry most of the 

incident energy and momentum of the projectile. Hence, the emitted particle will 

tend to continue moving in the forward direction. The angular distribution of 

the particles evaporated from a MSC reaction is symmetric about 90 0, since the 

compound nucleus st ays together sufficiently long enough for its excitation energy 

to be shared statistically amongst all nucleons so that all memory of its mode of 

formation is lost. That indeed proves the Bohr independence hypothesis. 

o 

Direct -'v\/ 
V, Compound Nucleus 

---------~L-----
\ 

90 

Centre-of-mass angle (deg) 

180 

Figure 1.3: Typical angular dist'ributions Jar the differential cra88 8ection8, in 

the centre-oj-mass. oj the particle8 ernitted Jrom direct and compound nuclear' 

reaction8. 

1.3 Gas Detectors 

Gas detectors are simple to construct. and do not suffer from radiation damage. 

In this section, the basic principles of an ionization chamber and in particular an 
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8 Introduction 

axial gridded ionization chamber is described briefly. 

1.3.1 Ionization Chamber 

The simplest gas detector is an ionization chamber, which measures the ionization 

produced when charged particles pass through a gas as shown in Figure 1.4. In 

the central region of the detector where the ionization track is created the incident 

radiation is perpendicular to the electric field. The resulting voltage pulse shape 

across the resistor depends on the time taken for the electrons and ions to reach 

their respective electrodes and the position at which ions pairs were formed within 

the chamber. 

1.3.2 Axial Gridded Ionization Chamber 

The dependence of the voltage pulse on position at which ion pairs are formed can 

be removed by the use of an axial gridded ionization chamber (also called Bragg 

curve detector), shown in Figure 1.5, which has a fine wire mesh called Frisch grid, 

placed close to the anode. This serves to screen the anode from the effects of the 

movement of charge within the active volume of the chamber until the electron 

reaches the gap between grid and the anode. The electric field is parallel to the 

incident radiation. The voltage pulse measured between the grid and the anode is 

determined only by the electron transit time between the grid and the anode. The 

amplitude of the voltage pulse is proportional to the charge collected. The design 

and principle of such a detector is described in detail in Chapter 2. 

1.4 Interaction of Radiation with Matter 

The detection of radiation is based on its interaction with the material of which the 

detector is made and the energy deposited in this material. This section discusses 

the mechanism by which ionizing radiation interacts and loses energy as it moves 

through matter. 
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1.4 Interaction of Radiation with Matter 9 

R 

Anode + 

---~> Incident radiation 
> 

Cathode 

Figure 1.4: Operational principle of the ionization chamber. All ions must 

be formed in the lower l'egion of the chamber between the cathode and anode. 

The electric field 18 maintained perpendicular to the incident radiation. 
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10 

Anode 

Frisch grid 

Cathode 

Introduction 

R 
r--------../v"'------r---, 

C -1--,-

I --- --------~I 

Incident 
radiation 

Figure 1.5: Operatirmal principle of the axial gridded ion chamber. All ions 

must be formed in the lower region of the chamber between the cathode and 

grid. The electric field is maintained parallel to the incident radiation. 

1.4.1 Interaction of Heavy Charged Particles 

Heavier charged pari icles, such as the 0' particle, loses energy via the interaction 

of its electric field with the atoms it encounters as it passes through matter. 

They interact with matter primarily through the Coulomb force between their 

positive nuclear charge and the negative charge of the orbital electrons within the 

absorber. The products of this interaction in the absorber are either excited atoms 

or ion pairs. Each ion pair is made up of free electrons and the corresponding 

positive ion of an absorber atom which an electron has either totally removed 

through ionization or raised to a higher lying shell through excitation. The energy 

that is transferred 10 the electron must come at expense of the kinetic energy 

of the charged particle, and its velocity is therefore decreased as a result of the 

encounter [LilOl]. The maximum energy that can be transferred from a charged 
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1.4 Interaction of Radiation with Matter 11 

particle of mass Iv1 with kinetic energy E to an electron of mass m in a head-on 

collision will be given by 

(1.1 ) 

The amount transferred in each collision is generally a very small fraction of the 

particle's total kinetic energy. For a 4 MeV a particle, this is about 2.2 keV. 

1.4.2 Stopping Power 

The rate at which a particle loses energy per unit path length is known as stopping 

power of the medium. The stopping power [Kn099] for charged particles in a given 

absorber is simply defined as the differential energy loss for that particle with the 

material divided by the differential path length (-~~). The value of -~; along a 

particle track is known as specific energy loss. The quantum-mechanical expression 

that describes the specific energy loss including relativistic effects, is known as the 

Bethe-Bloch formula [Ts083J: 

N 2 
41r Zp A [ In(2mv) In{1 _ (32) ;32] (1.2) 

Amv2 I 

where, 

v = (3 c == is the ion velocity 

ze == its electronic (harge 

m == is the mass of an electron 

NA == is Avogadro's number' 

I == is the mean en,;rgy required to ionize an atom in the medium 

A, Z and p are the atomic mass n'umber, atomic number and the density of 

stopping material, respectively. 

1.4.3 Bragg Curve and Particle Range 

A plot of the speclfic energy loss along the track of a charged particle such as 

shown in Figure Ui, is known as the Bragg curve. It is characteristic for the way 

charged particles distribute their energy in matter. Near the end of the path, as 

the particles loses <,nergy, the ionization density increases steadily until it reaches 
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dE 

dx 

Specific Ionization (Z, A ) 

Bragg Peak (Z) 

R 

Figure 1.6: Principle of Bragg cu'rve spectTOscopy, where 

Introduction 

x 

is the enery/y loss, 

R is the range, and A, Z are the mass and charge of the particle respectively. 

a pronounced peak, t he so called Bragg peak. Then, it sharply falls down to zero 

due to electron pick up, enabling the range of the particle to be defined in the 

medium. The Bragg curve is particularly used in medical applications where it 

is desired to deliver a high dose of radiation to certain, localized tumours with 

minimum radiation damage of the overlaying tissue [Le087). 

The range of a chargl~d particle depends on its energy, mass, charge and the nature 

of the absorber materiaL Table 1.1 shows the ranges of different charged particles 

in isobutane of 300 mbar pressure at 25 DC calculated by computer program called 

TRIM [Bie89] based on equation 1.2. Univ
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1.4 Interaction of Radiation with Matter 13 
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Table 1.1: Table showing the ranges of different particles in isobutane at a 

pressure of about 300 mbar and a temperature of about 25 0 C calculated with 

TRIA£. 

Ion energy (Me V) 

12 

24 

36 

50 

60 

i Range of ion (mm) 

153.71 

155.64 

155.15 

1 
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14 Introduction 

1.5 Aim of this Study 

The interest of these experiments is mainly in the feasibility of measuring light 

mass fragments with atomic numbers of 2 ::; Z ::; 6 produced in the interaction 

of 200 :v1eV protons with a 12C target using a BCD at emission energies as low 

as about 1 MeV /amu. The particular application of a BCD is based on the so 

called Bragg curve spectroscopy (BCS) method [Gru82J. The BCS technique is 

based on the fact that the anode signal reproduces the Bragg curve, that is the 

specific ionization along the track. By handling the digitized Bragg curve, it 

should be possible, in principle, to identify completely energy, charge and mass of 

the detected particles. 

The original design of the BCD used in this work required the entrance window 

foil to be made of 2 Itm thick aluminized mylar foil. The initial test of the BCD 

with 200 MeV protons on 12C showed that aluminized mylar foil was not suitable 

for these types of m<;asurements. The necessary modifications to the entrance 

window foil which improved the performance of the BCD are presented in detail. 

Two techniques of processing the Bragg signals were used. The first technique was 

to use two spectroscupy amplifiers with different shaping times to extract both 

the particle's charge and total energy. The second technique was to sample and 

digitize the Bragg signal with the use of a flash ADC. 

In Chapter 2 the experimental set-up as well the design and principle of the 

BCD and the electrt)l1ics used for data acquisition are described. In Chapter 

3 the analysis of th(' data and the procedure of data taking is described. The 

experimental results and the Kalbach parameterization results are presented in 

Chapter 4, while Cllapter 5 contains the summary and comments on the next 

phase of this project 
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Chapter 2 

Experiment 

The initial phase of this experiment was to commission the BCD. The initial test 

of the BCD with 200 MeV proton beam on 12C target showed that the entrance 

window foil of the BCD needed to be modified. The neccessary changes made to the 

BCD will be presented in detail in this Chapter. Subsequently an experiment was 

performed at iThemba LABS to measure differential cross sections of light mass 

fragments from proton-induced reactions with a 12C target at incident energy of 

200 MeV. The energy and the charge of the fragments with atomic numbers of 

2 ::; Z ::; 6 were determined with the use of a Bragg curve detector over an angular 

range of 300 to 1300 in steps of 100. 

2.1 Bragg Curve Spectroscopy 

Particle identification is based on the method of so-called Bragg curve spectroscopy 

(BCS), which was first proposed by Gruhn et al. [Gru82]. 

When a particle loses energy and eventually stops in the active volume of the 

detector as discussed in section 2.2.4 , the resulting energy loss distribution (~~) 

along the ionizatioll path is characterized by the Bragg curve. The Bragg curve 

contains all the information about the energy, range and the nuclear charge of the 

ionizing particle. 

A typical Bragg curve is shown in Figure 1.6. The maximum of the Bragg curve 
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amplitude the so-called Bragg peak corresponding to the maximum of the energy 

loss at the end of the track, is a direct measure of the nuclear charge (Z) of 

the particle. The int()gral over the Bragg curve gives the kinetic energy (E) of 

the registered particle. The full length of the Bragg curve corresponds to the 

range (R) of the particle and depends on the energy, charge and mass of the 

particle. A partial inl.egration of the Bragg curve provides an energy loss signal 

(f::::..E) , which also depnnds on the energy, charge and mass of the particle. 

2.2 Bragg Curve Detector 

2.2.1 Introduction 

Previous studies of multifragmentation processes show [Tan95, Och96] that such 

detectors are able to identify isotopes from Li to Ti with threshold of about 

1 MeV /amu. The energy threshold of the BCD is determined by the thickness 

of entrance window foil. Thin entrance window foils are used in the BCD which 

imply that the dead l:'t,yer on the entrance window is almost negligible so that the 

detector is able to identify low energy of detected particles. Compared with a 

standard f::::..E-E silicon telescope the following advantages appear: 

• insensitivity to radiation effects, 

• large solid angle is easily achieved, 

• adaptation to t he energy range by changing gas pressure, 

• insensitivity to minimum-ionizing particles, and consequently, the passage of 

these particles through the detector does not affect the registration of other 

particles. 

2.2.2 Detector Construction 

The Bragg curve detector was designed, built and optimized by the detector lab

oratory of the Institute of Physics, .lagellonian Universit.y in Cracow and Institut 

flir Kernphysik (IKP) in .lillich. The const.ruction of the detector is shown in 

Figure 2.1. 
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2.2 Curve Detector 17 

The detector is a stalOless steel cylinder 200 mm long and with a 55 mm internal 

diameter. The entrance window must be as thin as possible in order to minimize 

the energy loss of incoming particles. The particle enters the detector through a 

2 /Jm thick aluminizt'd mylar foil which constitutes the cathode. It was supported 

on the outside by a wire mesh. The aluminium layer was used to make the window 

electrically conductiye so that a uniform electric field could be effectively achieved 

on the surface. The foil thickness was tested to withstand an inner pressure of 

about 460 mbar. The entrance window design was similar to that of Farrar et. 

al. [f'a.r94]. The voltage between the cathode and Frisch grid was divided by a 

resistor chain of 10 MD each connected to 7 field shaping rings which preserve 

the homogeneous longitudinal electric field over the active volume of the detector. 

The distance betwe(n entrance window and Frisch grid was 160 mm, the spacing 

between grid and aIlode was 20 mm. The Frisch grid consists of 20 /Lm tungsten 

wires with 1 mm spacing. A circular copper disk formed the anode. The cathode 

and anode voltages were set to be -2500 V and +700 V respectively while the 

Frisch grid was grounded. 

2.2.3 Frisch Grid 

The Frisch grid defines the sampling region and is made to be as transparent as 

possible to the electrons. The sampling region is the gap width between Frisch grid 

and anode. The sampling region determines the dynamic range of particles which 

are identified by the Bragg Curve detector. The screening inefficiency to Frisch 

grid is 1 %. The formula to calculate the screening inefficiency in grid ionization 

chamber can be written by [Bun47J 

where, 

CJ == screening inefficiency 

d == wire to wire distance 

T' wire radius 

p == distance from grid to anode 

d d 
CJ = -log( ) 

21rp 21rT' 
(2.1) 
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18 Experiment 

CATHODE 

Figure 2.1: Design of the Bragg curve detector for detection of the spallation 

reaction products. The distance between the cathode and the anode is 180 

mm and with an internal diameter of 55 mm. 
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2.2 Curve Detector 19 

The charge resolution of the Bragg Curve detector depends on the sampling region 

and the detector gas [She85]. If the range of a particle is shorter than the spacing 

between Frisch grid to anode, it will not be efficiently detected. Therefore, a 

careful selection of the Frisch grid to anode distance and the detector gas is 

necessary, if good charge resolution is required. The proper choice of sampling 

region depends on the experimental requirements and also on the detector gas. 

For these measurements 2 cm was chosen based on similar experiments [Mor84]. 

2.2.4 Principle operation of the Bragg curve detector 

A charged particle enters the detector through the thin entrance window, ionizes 

the gas in the active volume of the detector in which ion pairs are created along 

its ionization track, and eventually stops after losing all its kinetic energy. The 

electric field in the gas is maintained parallel to the axis in the central region of 

the detector where the ionization track is created. Under the action of an electric 

field ion pairs created in the active volume of the detector split into positive ions 

and electrons, with the electrons drifting towards the anode while the positive ions 

drift towards cathode at a smaller rate. 

The detector is filled with isobutane (C4H lO )n ga'l of 99.9 % purity. Based on 

similar experiments [Ass82] the operation pressure had been chosen to be about 

300 mbar. Isobutane is an attractive gas for gas detectors because of its high rate 

of energy loss per unit gas pressure allowing thin entrance window to be used in 

the chamber [Jam83]. Based on energy loss and range of the particles calculations, 

Figure 2.2 shows the performance of isobutane gas against argon gas under the 

same conditions. The isobutane gas gives higher stopping power than argon gas, 

hence, a BCD filled with isobutane allows for a short active volume (cathode to 

anode distance). 

The induced current across the anode is proportional to the total number of 

electrons contained in the grid to anode gap at any given time and is given 

by [She85] 

(2.2) 
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25 

-...- Argon 

20 __ Isobutane 

E ~5 
u 

"-" 

GJ 
01 
C ~O 
0 

0:::: 

5 

Figure 2.2: Compa'fi,'on of the mnge dist'fibution of 10 Ale V 10 B ions in a'fgon 

and isobutane at T =:::. 200C. 

where, 

cathode to Frisch !lrid distance 

d Frisch gTid to anode distance 

v drift velocity of rI,n electron 

q-(x, t) ionization charge distribution of an electron at given time 

The anode current i ( i) is a representation of the Bragg curve of the ions being 

stopped in the Bragg curve detector. From Figure 1.5 the voltage signal across 

the resistor is time-dependent [Kno99] and is given by 

(2.3) 

where, 

no number of ion pair's 

e electron charge of an electron 

C capacitance of the detector 

In real practice the voltage signal is across the charge-sensitive preamplifier. This 

voltage signal increases linearly with time along the track inside t.he sampling space 
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2.2 Curve Detector 21 

(grid-anode space) as shown in Figure 2.3 and, hence the maximum voltage signal 

is therefore, 
noe 

Vmax = C (2.4) 

Since the electron passes through the same potential difference and contributes 

llv - dlv -----_ .. - .... .. 

O~------------~~----------r------------------

Electrons drift 
towards grid Eleetrons 

dri ft between 
grid and anode 

t 

Figure 2.3: The p71.lse shape that r'esults from the formation of no ion pairs 

at a distance I from the g'rid, wher'e d is the grid-anode spacing [Knog9j. 

equally to the signal pulse, the pulse amplitude is now independent of the position 

of the formation of t he original ion pairs and is simply proportional to the total 

numbers of ion pairs formed along the track of the incident particles. 

2.2.5 Detector set-up 

The detector was mounted on one of the two rotating arms inside the A-line 

scattering chamber and covered an angular range of 30° to 130° with 10° steps 

as shown in Figure 2.4. The angles less than 30° could not be reached due to 

its width and length of 55 mm and 200 mm, respectively. The BCD was placed 

320 mm away from the target ladder (see Figure 2.5). The geometry considerations 

for the collimator opening were chosen in such a way to ensure that the particle 

in the detector creates the ionization track inside the electric field defined by the 
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field shaping rings. Such a geometry is shown in Figure 2.5 in which a radius of 

collimator of about 11.5 mm was considered such that the emerging particles are 

always within the field shaping of the detector. The resulting solid angle (~n) 

is calculated from equation 

(2.5) 

where r 11.5 mm) and x 217 mm) are the radius of the collimator and the 

distance from the target to the end of the collimator, respectively. values of 

~n was found to be 8.755 ± 0.042 msr. The collimator was made of brass with a 

diameter of 23 mm and a thickness of 55 mm. This thickness was chosen to stop 

200 MeV protons. 

2.2.6 Gas Handling 

For good performanc(' of gas-filled detectors the amount of gas in the detector 

volume must be kept constant, and a reliable system for regulating the pressure and 

gas flow is needed. The sketch shown in Figure 2.6 is the ga.'.;; pressure regulation 

system used for filling the Bragg curve detector with isobutane. 

The main procedures which were followed in the gas filling are described as follows. 

The first step was to open the by-pass allowing the Bragg curve detector to be at 

the same pressure as the scattering chamber. Because of the thin entrance window 

of the detector, slow pumping down of the chamber and detector was ensured by 

slowly opening the throttle on the roughing pump in order to avoid sudden strain 

on the entrance window of the detector. As soon as the vacuum reached the 

required pressure for the experiment, the Bragg curve detector was isolated from 

the scattering vacuum system by closing the by-pass. 

Charged particles which enter the detector ionize the gas and create ion pairs. 

Heavy ions are strongly ionizing particles creating a dense plasma of ion pairs 

along their path. This plasma reduces the electric field intensity which hinders 

the drifting of the electrons, thereby increasing the probability of recombination, 

and lowering in the detector efficiency. Therefore, the gas needs to be replaced 
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2.2 Curve Detector 23 

Beam stop 

Scattering Chamber 

BCD 
01 

Target 

Beam 

Figure 2.4: Schernatic representation of the detector and target geometry 

inside the scattering chamber, 'Where () and ¢ pr'esent the BCD angle and the 

target angle 'With respect to the beam axis, respectively. 
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Target ladder C olliminator 

23mm 

, I 

~ , . 

162mm 20mm 

320mm 

460mm 

Bragg Curve Detector 

Shaping rings (7) 

Experiment 

Frisch 
grid Anode 

, 
,~ 

20mm 

Figure 2.5: Horizontal representation of the detector set-up inside the 

scattering chamber with respect to the tmyet, collimator' respectively, used 

to define the solid angle configuration, where d0. is the solid angle. 
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2.3 Proton Beam 25 

continuously. A second roughing pump (see Figure 2.6) was included in order to 

circulate the gas through the BCD. 

Once the system was evacuated, the detector was filled with isobutane. The second 

roughing pump on the outlet of the BCD was then started. Thereafter, the gas 

bottle valve was opened very slowly until the pressure on the regulator gauge 

reached about 300 mbar. The gas was then transported to a regulator via a needle 

valve. Finally, the gas pressure in the regulator was set very slowly to about 

300 mbar. The flow rate through the detector was controlled by a needle valve on 

the second roughing pump. After filling the detector inside the experimental vault 

the gas regulator system was set to remote in order to have control in the data 

room. The gas pressure was regulated at 300 mbar throughout the experiment. 

2.3 Proton Beam 

The iThemba LABS cyclotron facility is a multidisciplinary institute providing 

beams for basic nuclear physics research, isotope production and radiotherapy for 

the treatment of benign and malignant growths. 

A layout of the facility is shown in Figure 2.7. The maXimum beam energy 

that may be accelerated from the solid-pole-light-ion injector cyclotron (SPCl) 

depends on the particular beam energy of interest. For a beam of 200 MeV 

protons the SPCl accelerates the protons up to a maximum energy of 8 MeV. 

These 8 MeV protons are then injected into the separated-sector cyclotron (SSC) 

in which the protons are accelerated to a maximum energy of 200 MeV. The 

200 Me V protons were transported via the high-energy beam lines and delivered 

to the A-line scattering chamber. 

2.4 Scattering Chamber 

Most light-ion experiments are performed in the iThemba LABS 1.5 m scattering 

chamber originally acquired from the University of Maryland's Cyclotron labora

tory [Raa87]. A vacuum pressure in the order of 10-5 mbar can be achieved. 
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~ 
~------------! j I 

Figure 2.6: Control system for gas filling. 
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2.4 Scattering Chamber 27 
---

E 

Figure 2./: Layout of the iThemba LABS cyclotron facility. 
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The target mechanism mounted at the center of the chamber makes provision 

for five target positions which may be driven vertically so that any of the different 

targets may be positioned in front of the beam. The target ladder may be also 

moved to different angle with respect to the beam. The movement of the target 

ladder has a vertical and angular accuracy of ±0.25 mm and ±0.1°, respectively 

There are two independently movable arms which can be positioned at different 

angles with respect to the beam. All four movable components namely the upper 

arm, lower arm, target angle and target height may be controlled and monitored 

either locally or remotely in the data room. 

The chamber has several ports which are used for various purposes. One of 

these ports which is in the lid of the chamber is used as a window enabling a 

closed circuit television camera to view the position of the target and for the beam 

alignment by centering the beam spot into the ruby target. The other ports have 

cable feedthrough for different cables which to the data room are used for cables 

connected to the data room via a patch panel. 

2.5 Target 

The target ladder at the center of the scattering chamber makes provision for 

mounting five target holder frames. All targets namely 12C, empty, ruby were 

mounted on the frames of 20 mm in diameter. The ruby with 3 mm hole in 

diameter was used for tuning a finely focused beam spot at the central position, 

an empty frame for background minimization purposes and the thin self supporting 

12C target of thickness 140 tJ.gjcm2 . 

2.6 Electronics 

Two techniques of processing the Bragg signals were employed. The first technique 

was to use two spectroscopy amplifiers with different shaping times to process the 

Bragg curve signals such that only the amplitudes of the Bragg signals of each 
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2.6 Electronics 29 
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spectroscopy amplifier are digitized by standard NIM ADCs. The second technique 

was to sample and digitize the full Bragg signal with the use of a flash ADC. 

2.6.1 Detector signals and Preamplifier 

A charge sensitive preamplifier amplified the anode signals of the Bragg-curve 

detector. The distaIlce between the Bragg-curve detector and preamplifier was 

kept as short as possible to reduce electronic noise pick-up. It was, therefore, 

placed inside the scattering chamber, strapped to the arm on which the detector 

was mounted. The preamplifier has a timing and an energy output. Since the 

Bragg-curve detector produces very slow time signals the energy output signals 

were used for both for the energy and timing measurements. 

2.6.2 Logic Signals 

(i) Timing signals for Standard NIM ADC 

The timing signals from the energy output signals of the charge sensitive pream

plifier were shaped and amplified by a TFA and fed into the CFD. The CFD 

generates a logic signal at a constant fraction of the peak height to produce an 

essentially walk-free timing signal [LeoS7]. A block diagram representing the logic 

signal processing is shown in Figure 2.10. The timing signals were used to generate 

the event trigger and to open the respective ADC gates. Various NIM modules 

used to process the timing signals, are summarized in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1: NIM modules JOT timing signals [2.10]. 

Modules 

Time Filter Amplifier (TFA) 

Fraction Discriminator (CFD) 

Logic Fan-in/Fan-out 

and Delay Generator (GDG) 

4-Fold Logic Unit (4-FLU) 

Dual Generator (DGG) 

A10del 

ORTEC 474 

ORTEC 436 

LeCroy 4287 

ORTEC 416A 
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(ii) Timing signals for flash ADC 

The timing signals from energy output signals of the charge sensitive preamplifier 

were fed into a TFA. As illustrated in Figure 2.11 the output from TFA was fed 

into a CFD. The timing signals were used to generate the event trigger and the 

stop signals. The delay on the stop signals were set in such a way that they arrive 

1-2 ILS after the end of the Bragg signals as shown in Figure 2.8. The stop signals 

were used to alert the flash ADC to sample and digitize each Bragg signal into 200 

samples at a clock rat(~ of 10 MHz when the stop signals arrive. The length of the 

Bragg signal was about 8-10 fLS. 

Pulse 
Amplitude 

Bragg signal 

j 

Time 

Stop signal 

Figure 2.8: A diagram showing the position of stop signal with respect to the 

Bragg signal. 

2.6.3 Linear signals 

The energy information for each signal was obtained by processing by linear signals. 

The NIM standard ADCs were used to digitize only the amplitude of the pulse 

shape registered by the spectroscopy amplifier in the region defined by ADC gates. 

A flash ADC was used to digitize the full pulse shape registered by the spectroscopy 

amplifier. The variolls NIM modules used to process the linear signals for both 

flash ADC and NIM standard ADC, are summarized in Table 2.2. 
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2.6 Electronics 31 

Table 2.2: NIAI modules for linear signals. 

Preamplifier 

Spectroscopy Amplifier (Amp) 

Delay Amplifier (Delay Amp) 

Analog-to-digital Conveter (ADC) 

Converter (flash ADC) 

(i) Standard NIM ADC 

Model 

CANBERRA (Preamp) 2005 

CANBERRA 2020 

ORTEC 427A 

In the standard NIr-..l ADC method, two spectroscopy amplifiers each with a 

different shaping time of 10 IJ,S and 0.25 ps respectively were used to register 

the pulse shape of the output of a charge sensitive preamplifier. The short shaping 

time of 0.25 ps, which is approximately equal to the electron transit time between 

the Frisch grid and the anode, yields information on the Bragg peak, and the 

long shaping time of lOps corresponds to the total energy of a particle. A block 

diagram of the linear electronic for Bragg curve detector illustrating this technique, 

is shown in Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10. The analog signals from the amplifiers were 

digitized with the Us(' of Canberra ADC. 

(ii) Flash ADC 

The Bragg-curve detector is the detector that realizes all current identification 

techniques; i.e tlE - E separation, Bragg peak amplitude and range-energy re

lation [Ort9S]. A new electronic processing method for this detector which can 

give such relations has been developed. It is based on the digitization of the pulse 

shape of the Bragg-curve detector signal with a flash-ADC. The electronic readout 

of this method which has been published by Ortlepp et ai. [OrtS9] is also used in 

the present work. 

The Bragg signal from the charge sensitive preamplifier was fed into spectroscopy 

amplifier. The shaping time of spectroscopy amplifier was set to be 0.25 tLS. Then, 

as illustrated in Figure 2.11 the output signal from the spectroscopy amplifier was 
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I 

Bragg-cum I 

Detector : 

C FG A 

Charge 
sensitive 

preamplifier 

Short shaping 

time amplifier 

Long shaping 

r 
I 

time amplifier -+ 

z ____ _ 

E 

Figure 2.9: Principle of using two shaping amplifier to process the Bmgg

wrve signals. Where, C-cathode, FG- Frisch grid, A -anode. 

digitized by a CAEN V729A 12-bit fiash-ADC. The CAEN V729A model is a 4 

channel 40 ::V1Hz ADC' housed in a I-unit wide VME module [CAE99j. This module 

has three different clock rates, i.e. 10 MHz, 20 MHz and 40 MHz. 
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2.6 Electronics 

Anode signal from BCD 

Amp Amp 

Delay Amp 

~~ • .------11 DGG 1-1 -----, 
~~~~ .-+~~~ 

ADC ADC 

33 

Event 
Trigger 

Figure 2.10: Schematic representation of the mea:mring electronics (standard 

NIM ADC) used to process the Bragg-curve detector signals. 
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100 MHz 
Discriminator 

Timing 
Amp 

LF -infI,F -out 

Busy Enable 

Event 

Trigger Trigger 

anode signal from the detector 

n 

4-FLU 

GDG 

GDG 

Figure 2.11: Schematic representation of the measunng electronics (Flash 

ADC) 'Used to proce.~s the BCD signals. 
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2.6 Electronics 35 

2.6.4 Clock 

The stop output connected to a prescalar (Timer with stop output is connected to 

start input), was fed into a Timing SCA by which the computer dead time can be 

monitored. The output from the Timing SCA was sent via discriminator to two 

CAMAC scaler modules (uninhibited scaler and inhibited scaler that was inhibited 

by computer busy) as shown in Figure 2.12. The differences of these two scaler 

reading indicates estimate the computer dead time. 

2.6.5 Current Integrator 

The proton beam current measured by the beam stop components was fed to 

Brookhaven Instrum(~nts current integrator (BIC model lOOOe) module. This 

module outputs digital pulses with a width of 5 f1S [PiI89]. The electronic read

out module of the current integrator was built and developed at iThemba LABS. 

It allows the selection of the current integrator range which determines the number 

of pulses output per unit of accumulated charge and its display Rystem enables the 

position of the selected range to be read by the computer via a CAMAC interface 

during data acquisition. 

2.6.6 Pulsers 

An output signal from the current integrator was fed to a presealar (Timer). The 

two outputs of the prescalar were fed into the input of a CAMAC sealer module 

while the other one was sent into Logie fan-jn/fan-out. The pulser from the pulse 

tail generator was triggered at the rate of the beam intensity. The logic fan-in/fan

out was in coincidence with a busy signal from the CAMAC trigger module. This 

pulser was inhibited whenever the computer was busy and form an inhibited signal 

to the CAMAC scaler module. Another pulser signal triggered the tail pulser 

generator which sent the signals to the test input of the the preamplifier. As 

part of the detector signals stream the pulser signals were also processed by the 

electronics as discussed in section 2.6. Figure 2.12 shows the block diagram of this 

setup. The pulser was used to estimate the electronic dead time. The ratio of the 

pulser events from the ADC to the inhibited pulser from CAMAC scaler module 

gives the electronic deadtime. 
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Figure 2.12: Schematic representation of the electronics used to measv,re the 

deadtime and the integrated beam. 
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---------------- ....... --.. ~--------------

2.6.7 Test of the Bragg Curve Detector 

(i) BCD tests with 228Th Q' source and 200 MeV proton beam 

The BCD was tested using a 228Th a source and also with a 200 MeV beam 

of protons bombardillg a 140 p,g/cm2 12C target. These tests were performed 

using the design of the BCD described in section 2.2.2. After focusing the beam 

on target, particle identification spectrum (PID) which is able to differentiate 

the atomic numbers of different particles was obtained imediately. Such a PID 

spectrum is shown in Figure 2.13. After running the BCD for a day with beam, 

the BCD was not abl<~ to produce signals carrying any Bragg information. This is 

indicated in the PID spectrum shown in Figure 2.14 which differs from Figure 2.13 

where the different atomic numbers were no longer differentiated. After following 

up possible causes like the detector gas, preamplifier and power supplies it was 

found that the aluminized mylar window showed damage to the aluminium layer, 

especially around the copper contact caused mainly by electrical discharge. The 

damage to the aluminium layer around the copper contact is indicated by an 

arrow in Figure 2.15. Hence, the cathode had no electrical contact. The absence 

of the cathode as an initial field-shaping component of the BCD was confirmed by 

reducing the gas pressure inside the detector from 300 mbar to 100 mbar. At this 

lower pressure and shorter dynamic range of the BCD, the signals were found to 

have Bragg information as shown in Figure 2.16. Clearly the BCD needed to be 

modified. Possible changes were investigated namely to either ground the entrance 

window [Och96J and protective grid or to use a separate foil inside the detector as 

the cathode [Mor84]. 

It should be noted that these discoveries would have been almost impossible 

to make with a 2281'h source only. Signals associated with different energies 

and charges of the detected particles were required which was only possible by 

conducting these tests with beam. 

(ii) Modification of the BCD construction 

A 1.1 f.Lm thick mylar foil, coated on the inside surface with 2.6 f.LID thick carbon to 

make the window electrically conductive, was used as the entrance window instead 

of 2 f.LID thick aluminized IDylar foil. The anode and the Frisch grid voltages were 
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Figure 2.13: PID obtained from the first test of the BCD with the original 

design. 
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Figure 2.14: PID spectrum obtained after the entrance window foil of the 

BCD was damaged. 
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Figure 2.15: A picture showing the damage of the aluminized mylar foil 

around the copper contact as indicated by an arrow. 
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Figure 2.16: P ID spectrum obtained after the pressure was reduced to 100 

mbar for the confirmation of the entrance window foil damage. At lower 

pressure and dynamic range of the BCD, the signals were found to have 

Bragg information. 
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changed to be +2500 V and + 1800 V respectively while the entranee window and 

the protective grid (cathode) were grounded. A similar design has been described 

by Ochiishi et. al. [0<:h96J. These modifieations resulted in the BCD funetioning 

exeellently. All the data presented here were aequired after these modifieations 

were made to the BCD. 
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Chapter 3 

Analysis 

Inclusive spectra of the light mass fragments in proton-induced reaction on 12C 

at 200 MeV were measured with a BCD. The PID spectrum measured showed an 

excellent atomic charge (Z) separation (see section 3.4). This analysis specifically 

focuses on the (p,a) reaction. The double differential cross sections for energy and 

angular distribution:.. of the a-particles were extracted from the PID spectrum. 

3.1 Software 

The software package used for the data acquisition and event data replay is called 

XSYS [Yod94, Pil9C]. The software package XSYS runs under the VAX/VMS 

operating system. The actual data acquisition is controlled by the sorting sub

process called XSORT [Pi196]. It reads both the VME and the Event Analysis 

Language (EVAL) files. The EVAL code [Gou83j provides a language used for 

sorting the data either online or from event-by-event data files. 

3.2 Data Acquisition 

Before taking data t he following steps need to be taken: 

• run XSYS, 

• load VME filt-s, 
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• run COM file, 

• and finally load EVAL file. 

The VME files are used to link the communication between the different CAMAC 

modules like e.g. ADCs, Scaler module, event trigger module with the data 

acquisition system. The data are handled by XSYS that run with two files, namely 

the COM and the EVAL files. The COM file defines all the data areas for all the 

histograms to be ston·d including the data areas for the gates. The EVAL code 

uses these data areas created in the COM file to sort and analyse the raw data from 

the buffers. The event-by-event data is stored on the VAX computer or magnetic 

tape as event files, which can be replayed later during offline sorting. 

3.3 Online Data Taking 

Once the beam was ddivered to the A-line scattering chamber the first procedure 

of online data taking was to align the beam to the target by centering the beam 

spot on the ruby target. As soon as the beam spot is aligned to the target the 

beam halo was reduced using an empty target frame by monitoring the BCD count 

rate. The background of less than 10% was accepted. Thereafter, the beam was 

switched onto the 12C target. Before starting the data acquisition, the raw signals 

from the spectroscopy amplifier were first inspected on an oscilloscope to check the 

pulse shape of the Bragg curve. A typical shape that represent the Bragg curve 

from the spectroscopy amplifier as seen on the oscilloscope is shown in Figure 3.1 

while the digitized Bragg curve from the flash ADC is shown in Figure 3.2. The 

tail of this pulse is in the electronic noise. Therefore, different isotopes could not 

be resolved. 

The next procedure was to start the data acquisition. This is done by following 

the procedure explained in section 3.2. Preparations were then made to acquire 

the experimental data in the reaction of 200 MeV protons with 12C target. The 

data for each run were acquired in a period of about 2 hours and collected over 

two weekends. 
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Figure 3.1: A typical shape of the Bragg curve from the spectroscopy amplifier 

as seen on the oscilloscope. The shaping time of the amplifier was set to be 

0.25 J.LS. 
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Figure 3.2: A digiti,~ed Bragg curve from the flash ADC. The counts represent 

the voltage while the channel numbers represent the time. 
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3.4 Particle identification 

The plot of Bragg peak against energy yields a particle identification (PID) spec

trum shown in Figure 3.3, where different loci of the spectrum represent Z of 

the light mass fragments in the range of 2 ::; Z ::; 6. The atomic numbers of 

the ions were identified using a PID spectrum (Figure 2.6.3), by referring to the 

locus formed by the a particles measured separately using a 228Th source. At the 

end of each locus a tailing effect is visible which is explained in section 3.8. The 

pulser which appeared in the PID spectrum was used for the electronic dead time 

determination. The PID spectrum measured with the flash ADC method is shown 

in Figure 3.4. Different preamplifiers were used in these two methods. Due to 

the higher sensitivity to noise of the preamplifier used in the flash ADC method 

the a signals were inside the electronic noise level. Therefore, the threshold in 

the discriminator had to be set in such way which excluded the a signals. Both 

methods could not separate different isotopes mainly due to the high levels of 

electronic. 
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' . . 
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Figure 3.3: Particle identification spectrum obtained with 2 ADC method, 

where X = a, Li, Be, Band C. The upwards and downwards sloping in the 

loci is explained in section 3.8. 
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Figure 3.4: Particlp identification spectrum obtained with the flash ADC 

method, where X = Li, Be, Band C. 

3.5 Energy calibrations 

Figure 3.5 shows an (V spectrum from a 228Th, which was measured with the Bragg 

curve detector . A Bragg curve detector is designed mainly to detect the heavier 

fragments . Since a particles are relatively light fragments, a Bragg curve detector 

is less suitable to detect their full energy spectra. The a energy spectrum from the 

228Th source is shown in Figure 3.5 which indicates that the Bragg curve detector 

could only resolve the 8.78 Me V energy peak. The other groups of peaks in the 

a energy spectrum from the 228Th source is a combination of the energy peaks 

between 5 and 6 MeV which were not resolved . The energy calibration of the 

detector was performed by identifying the 8.78 MeV a-particle peak in relation 

to its corresponding channel number. A linear relationship between the channel 

number and energy was assumed for the energy calibrations. 

Since a particle loses energy in the entrance window, its energy loss needs to 

be corrected for. T he energy loss of the alpha-particles in the window were 

corrected by identifying the energy from the spectra shown in Figure 3.5 as the 
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Figure 3.5: The a spectrum from a 228 Th source measured with a Bragg curve 

detector used for the energy calibrations. 

same energy from the original source spectrum. The energy loss was calculated by 

the program ELOSS [Jip84]. The same energy calibration for the analysis of the 

other fragments (Li, Be, B and C) would be used. 

3.6 Data replay 

The same software used for the data acquisition was also used during data replay 

(section 3.3) . The COM and EVAL files used during data acquisition were modified 

for data replay by adding more data areas for the gates and the histograms and by 

substituting the parameters determined from the energy calibrations. Subsequent 

to the necessary modifications in the COM and EVAL files the normal procedure 

for offline sorting similar to the data acquisition procedure were followed, in order 

to replay the raw data. The energy spectra for different fragments were deduced 

from the PID spectrum shown in Figure 3.3, by setting a 2-dimensional gate on 

each locus. The uncalibrated and calibrated energy spectra have a pronounced 

broad peak nearly at the end of the spectra. This peak is caused by tail events. 

The origin of these events and how to correct for them is discussed in section 3.8. 
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3.7 Background Subtraction 

The background spectra were measured by using the empty frame target. The 

background was less than 10% at the most forward angles, and less than 5% at 

backward angles. The spectra were analysed in the same way as the inclusive 

spectra. The background spectra were normalized to account for the same current 

integrator scaler value as the inclusive spectra, so that the background can be 

subtracted accordingly. 

3.8 Subtraction of Tail Events 

The maximum energy of an a particle that can be stopped in a 16 cm active 

volume of the Bragg curve detector operated at 300 mbar isobutane is about 12 

MeV. If an a particle has an energy higher than 12 MeV it punches through the 

detector. Since they are not stopped in the detector, they only deposit part of their 

energy in the detector, creating a fold back in the PID spectrum (see Figure 3.3) . 

Some of the events fold up in the PID spectrum, especially in the a locus. These 

are caused by low energy protons that stop very close to the Frisch grid, thereby 

creating distorted signals which stop the linearity between the atomic number and 

the Bragg peak. 

The fold back in the PID spectra, especially on the a locus causes a sudden broad 

peak to the energy spectra. This broad peak is between channel numbers 250 and 

300 as shown in Figure 3.6. As shown in Figure 3.6, the effect is more severe at the 

most forward angle, that is 30° and is found to decrease with increasing emission 

angle. 

The corrections of the tail events were performed in XSYS during data replay 

for every measured spectrum. Several stages were followed in order to correct for 

their contribution to the energy spectra. The first stage is to subsequently set three 

2-dimensional gates on the PID spectrum as shown in Figure 3.7. By subtracting 

the data of gate 3 from the data of the gate 2, the spectra containing the fold 

back events were obtained. It was assumed that the distribution of the fold back 

events is linear. A linear function was used to interpolate between the events which 
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Figure 3.6: Spectra showing tail events distribution for different lab emission 

angles, (a) at 3(f, 5(f, 7(f, 9(f, 11(f and 13(f, (b) at 4(f, 6(f, 8(f, 10(f 

and 12(f. 

represents the shape of the tail. The last stage is to read back data from gate 1 

(2-D) and subtract t hese from the interpolated linear function. Figure 3.8 shows 

the corrected energy spectrum as well as the tail distribution spectrum. 

3.9 Error Analysis 

3.9.1 Statistical Error 

The statistical erro:: was based on the uncertainties in the counting rate. The 

statistical error for the number of counts C in each bin was VC. It was calculated 

in XSYS during data replay. The propagation of the statistical error for the 
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Figure 3.7: A PID dpectrum showing how three 2-D gates were set on the a 

locus in order to subtract tail events from the energy spectra. 
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Figure 3.8: A figure showing the tail event subtracted energy spectrum and 

fold back (tail) event distribution function. 
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background subtractions and tail corrections were automatically performed in 

XSYS during data replay. The statistical error is represented by the error bars in 

the double differential cross sections. 

3.9.2 Systematic Error 

The estimated systematic error for the double differential cross section consists 

of contributions from the uncertainty in target thickness, solid angle, current 

integrator, energy calibration and particle identification. Table 3.1 summarizes 

the systematic errors as well as the total systematic error. 

Solid angle 

The uncertainty of the solid angle is due to uncertainties in the radius of the 

collimator and the distance between the target centre and the collimator. The 

maximum uncertainty in the solid angle is found to be 0.5%. 

Target thickness 

The uncertainty in target thickness is estimated to he 5%. 

Particle identification 

The largest uncertainty in the particle identification is due to the fact that the 

3He and a could not be separated. The a locus contains the events which are also 

coming from (p,3He). The contributions from (p,3He) were estimated to be 10 -

30% by comparing the (p,a) yield with respect to the yield of the (p:3He) from 

the measurements performed previously at 200 MeV [Cha99]. 

Energy calibrations 

The uncertainty in the energy calibrations resulted from the energy loss of the 

a-particles on the entrance window. The energy loss was taken into account to the 

a calibrated spectrum by either identifying an 8.78 MeV peak as from the original 

source spectrum or by using ELOSS program. By comparing the two methods the 

error was estimated to be less than 1%. 
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Current Integrator 

The uncertainty in the current integrator was estimated to be less than 0.2%. 

Table 3.1: Summary oj the systematic errors. 

oj systematic error i Error in % 

Solid angle 0.5 

Target thickness 5.0 

Energy calibration < 1.0 

Particle identification 10-30 
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3.10 Inclusive (p, a) Cross Sections 

The spectra which cOlltained the inclusive data, were converted to double differ

ential cross sections (ill b.sr~l.MeV~l) [For92] 

Nc· A 

where 

N c == is the corrected number of counts in an energy bin, 

and the conversion factor A was calculated from: 

A 
1 e COSeT A 

~n ~E CAT NA D 

where 

L1 n is the solid angle (sr) 

LlE == is the width of the energy bin (in MeV), 

e == is the proton charge, 

D is the correction factor for the electronic dead time, 

p == is the density of target nuclei (in b~l), 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

C is the total integrated charge as measured by current integrator at beam stop 

(in Coulomb), which was calculated from: 

C = C1· R . 1O~12 , 
where 

CJ is the scaler read-out of the Current integrator, 

R is the selected range (in nA) which represents 1000 counts·s~ 1 for a full scale 

current read-out, and p is given by: 

(3.3) 

where 

A T is the the target thickness expressed in mass per unit area, 

NA == is the Avogadro's number, 

eT == is the angle of the target's normal with respect to the beam direction, and 

A is the atomic mass of the target. 
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Chapter 4 

Results and Discussion 

4.1 Overview 

Double differential cross sections of energy and angular distributions for the emis

sion of the light mass fragments (2 :; Z :; 6) from the 12C(p, X) reaction at 

200 MeV were measured with a BCD down to emission energies as low as about 

1 MeV / amu over an angular range of 300 to 1300 . The PID plot of Bragg peak 

height ("'-"atomic number) vs. kinetic energy of light mass fragments detected by 

BCD are shown in Figure 3.3. Here, only the double differential cross sections of 

energy and angular distributions of the a-particles which were obtained from the 

PID plot (Figure 3.:n are presented. The measured angular distributions spectra 

were fitted with calculated angular distributions based on the Kalbach systematic 

parameterizations. The comparison between the Bragg curve spectroscopy (BCS) 

and ~E-E techniques as well as the two techniques used to acquire the data will 

also be presented in this Chapter. 

4.2 (p, Q) Continuum spectra 

4.2.1 Energy spectra 

Figure 4.1 shows the full energy spectrum measured with the BCD and the stan

dard ~E-E technique using Si(~E) and NaI(E) detectors. The low-energy cutoff 

at about 20 MeV in the ~E-E telescope arises from the detector thresholds. To 
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56 Results and Discussion 

avoid such a low-energy threshold, a BCD with a thin entrance window was used. 

The gap between these two spectra lies beyond the energy response of the BCD 

and .6.E-E detectors. Since the BCD operates at a pressure of about 300 mbar it 

could only measure th(~ energies of alphas up to a maximum of 12 MeV, while the 

.6.E-E detectors could measure the full energy spectrum from a minimum of about 

20 MeV. 

The energy distribution spectra of the alphas for the reaction of 200 MeV protons 

on 12C at different lab angles are presented in Figure 4.2. The energy distributions 

follow an exponential shape. In the angular range of 30° to 60° the cross sections 

are quantitavely very similar. As mentioned in section 1.1, the Bragg signals 

were processed with two techniques. The comparison of these two techniques are 

presented in Figure 4.:3, in which they give consistent results. 

4.2.2 Angular distributions 

The 0: angular distributions are shown in Figure 4.4 for three emission energies, 

Le. 4, 6 and 8 MeV. Double differential cross section calculations based on the 

Kalbach systematic parameterization [Ka188] were fitted to these spectra. The 

results of these calculations are shown in sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4. 
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Figure 4.1: An 0: Gnergy spectrmn from the reaction of 200 Me V protons on 

12 C (open circles) is added to the existing data (solid tr'iangles) previously 

measuTed with a t:..E-E telescope as displayed. 
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Figure 4.2: Double differential cross sections of the alphas emitted from 

the reaction of 200 Afe V protons on 12 C at different lab angles as 
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Figure 4.3: Cross sections of Boron nuclei emitted in the reaction of 200 

Ale V protons on I:! C. Results sampled with the flash ADC, are given by the 

open symbols, while data obtained from 2 ADCs, solid symbols. The error 

bars shown here a'/'e only statistical erTors. 
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Figure 4.4: Double differential cross sections of the alphas emitted from the 

reaction of 200 MdT protons on 12 C at emission energies of 4 Me V, 6 Me V 

and 8 lv! e V as indicated. 
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4.3 Kalbach Systematic Parameterizations 

4.3.1 Introduction 

The Kalbach systematics were first aimed to describe the shapes of continuum 

angular distributions for inclusive reactions at incident energies up to 80 MeV 

and emission energi(>s up to 60 MeV [KaI81]. Later they were extended to higher 

incident energies exceeding even 200 MeV [KaI88]. The angular dependence of 

the inclusive cross section was, at least to first order, to be independent of the 

bombarding energy and the nature of the projectile, target, and emitted particle. 

The systematics were parameterized in terms of Legendre polynomials up through 

order 6 using only a small number of uni versal parameter. All of the polynomials 

contribute to the multistep direct component while only the even order polynomials 

are used for multist(~p compound processes. 

The distinction between MSC and MSD reactions described in section 1.2.2 was 

subsequently used by Kalbach and Mann [KaI81] in their empirical parameteriza

tions of pre-equilibrium cross-sections. This parameterization of the (p,a) reaction 

of 200 MeV protons on 27 Al [Ka188] shows that the angular distributions of the 

80 ~1e V a particles are found to be dominated by a ~1SD process. Since Al 

is a light target close to C, the aim of this study is to establish whether the 

angular distributions at low emission energies can still be analysed by a pure MSD 

formalism and wha1 role do possible MSC contributions to the cross sections play 

using the Kalbach parameterizations. 

4.3.2 Continuum angular distributions 

The general mathematical expression of both MSD and MSC for the angular 

distributions in the center of ma.';;s system is given by [Ka188] 

d
2

cr I = 4
1 

ddcr . h
a

( ) [cosh(a cos ()) + jAlsD sinh(acos())] 
dnd€b em 1f '€b sm a 

(4.1) 

where 

fb ejectile energy of an a particle 
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== angle integrated cross section 

JMSD Jraction oj the cross section due to A1SD process 

() emission angle in centre-oj-mass 

a slope parameter 

The angle integrated cross section ( ) and the fraction, fM S D, is assumed to be 

known from preequilibrium calculations or from experiment. In this experiment, 

the values of :~ for each emission energy were determined experimentally by 

normalizing the calculated angular distributions to the measured angular distri

butions. 

Since equation 4.1 is expressed in the centre of mass frame the calculated cross 

sections were converted into the laboratory frame in order to be fitted to the 

data. The conversions were performed by dividing equation 4.1 by a relative 

Jacobian. These convl~rsions were necessary since the reaction kinematics between 

the entrance and exit channel of the reaction 12C(p, a)9Be are quite different. The 

relative Jacobians were obtained from the kinematic calculations over an angular 

range of 300 to 1300 in 10° steps. Table curve program [SPS01] was used to 

fit the curve to these values in order to obtain the expressions to calculate the 

relative Jacobian in 10 steps for each emission energy of the a particle. The list 

of the parameters together with their values are listed in Table 4.1. The relevant 

expressions for each emission energy are summarized as follows: 

(i) Relative Jacobian for 4 MeV 

(4.2) 

where, 

J R is Relative Jacobian, 

Oem is emission angle in centre of mass given by 

(4.3) 

and ()/ab is the emission angle in laboratory frame. 
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(ii) Relative Jacobian for 6 MeV 

b 2 
JR(Oem) = exp (a3 + 0

3 
) 

em 

Oem [a4 + b4 (lnOlab)2? 

(iii) Relative Jacobian for 8 MeV 

(0 ) b ( -Oem) 
J R em = a5 + 5 exp -

C 

-0/ b Oem = a6 + b6 exp (_a_) 
Cl 

Finally, the equation 4.1 becomes 

1 

63 

( 4.4) 

(4.5) 

( 4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

In this case, the calculated angular distributions were performed only for two 

fAtSD factors, namely i,\fSD = 1 and fAtSD = O. The factor i,".fSD = 1 represents 

100 % MSD contribution to the double differential cross sections while the factor 

iJ.dSD = 0 represents 100 % ~ISC contribution to the double differential cross 

sections. 

The calculated angular distributions were normalized to the experimental angular 

distributions. The normalization factor corresponds to the angle integrated cross 

section (:~). The normalization factor related to the MSD process is found to 

be different to the MSC process. These normalization factors are compared in 

Table 4.2 with the predicted values calculated using code ALICE [Bla84aJ based 

on the geometry-dependent hybrid model [Bla84b]. 

4.3.3 Multistep Direct (fMSD == 1.0) 

The angular distriblltion results for iMSD 1.0 are shown in Figure 4.5. The results 

do not agree with the experimental data due to the fact that at low emission 

energies the influence of the multistep direct process is not expected to playa 
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Table 4.1: List of parameters and their values used to calculate the relative 

Jacobians in eq. 4·2 - 4.7. 

Parameters Values 

al 4.2110985 

a2 -155.73599 

as 3.1809554 

a4 -22.03385 

as -0.37983063 

a6 -88.434533 

bi -11574.323 

b2 -6.9472138 

bs -50747.449 

b4 1.3188209 

b5 0.063975228 

b6 57.959276 

c -40.132009 

Cl -115.73906 
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Table 4.2: Comparison of predicted and experimental dda values for the 
tb 

reaction induced by 200 Me V pmtons on 12 C, where tb is the emission energy 

of the 0; particle. 

Eb (MeV) I ALICE 

4 4.603 

6 11.5 36 3.661 

8 9.2 22 2.868 

significant role in the reaction mechanism [Gad92]. A previous study [Cow96] 

of the (p,a) reaction with 120, 160 and 200 MeV protons on 27 Al indicat.es that 

the angular distributions of the cross sections of the a particles were found to be 

dominated by MSD process at higher emission energies. 

4.3.4 Multistep Compound (fMSD == 0.0) 

The angular distribution results for iA1SD 0.0 are also shown in Figure 4.5. The 

results agree significantly better with the experimental data, especially at the large 

angles. The MSC contributions to the cross sections are most prominent in the 

low emission energy region. At very low emission energies, the parameterization 

is expected to be Hearly purely MSC. It seems not to be the case, since the 

parameterization do not fit well at most forward angles. However, Kalbach [KaI88] 

mentions that this parameterization may not behave well in the low energy. 

Figure 4.6, represents the energy distributions of angle integrated cross sections 

calculated with the code ALICE compared to the values obtained from the nor

malizations of the Kalbach parameterizations to the experimental data. ALICE 

calculations predict smaller values for the angle integrated cross sections compared 

to the MSC and MSD values. This discrepancy could be due to the fact that the a 

cross sections are contaminated with 3He by an estimated amount of between 10 

to 30%. Hence, the :VISC and MSD angle integrated cross sections also include 3He 

contributions. The angle integrated cross sections from (p,p') data [For91] agree 
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reasonably well with the predicted values from ALICE. Since then the ALICE code 

was improved to such an extent that it can calculate the double differential cross 

sections which agree well with data of (p,xp') and (p,xn) [Blag8]. It would be of 

great importance in future to investigate whether the ALICE code [Blag8] could 

also be able to calculate the double differential cross sections for the (p,a:) reaction 

even at these low emit'sion energies. 
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Figure 4.5: Double differential cross sections of the alphas emitted from the 

reaction of 200 Me V protons on 12 e at emission energies of 4 l'vJe V, 6 l\Ie V 
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the e;cperimental angle integrated cross sections 

(MSD and MSC) 'U'ith the predicted angle integrated cross sections (Alice). 
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Chapter 5 

Summary and Outlook 

The present study has shown that the Bragg curve detector can be employed to 

measure cross sections of particles with 2 ~ Z ~ 6 emitted to the continuum from 

proton-induced reactions on 12C at an incident energy of 200 MeV. An energy 

threshold of about 1 Me V I amu was achieved with this detector. The entrance 

window foil was found to be the main problem initially experienced with the BCD. 

Modifications of the entrance window foil were made, which resulted in the BCD 

functioning reasonably well. Most importantly, the data read out was performed 

with two set-ups, which consisted of a flash ADC and two ADCs. The comparison 

of these set-ups gave consistent results. \Vith these measurements different isotopes 

of the emitted fragments could not be resolved mainly due to rather high levels 

of electronic noise. Nevertheless, an isotopic separation was achieved for 7Be and 

gBe. The angular distributions of the (p,a) reaction at various kinetic energies 

were fitted with the Kalbach parameterization. This parameterization was aimed 

at establishing whether the angular distributions at low emission energies can still 

be analysed by a pure MSD formalism, and what role possible MSC contributions 

to the cross sections play. Kalbach parameterizations approach suggest that the a 

spectra at low emission energies indicate an increase in the multistep compound 

contribution to the .:ross sections. 

In order to measure a full energy spectrum of a light detected particle, a combina

tion of the Bragg curve detector with another stopping detector (like for example 

a silicon detector) can be used. Such a combination was also recently used in a 
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Proton Induced Spallation (PISA) experiment performed at COSY Julich [COS99]. 

In this experiment, standard br..E - E technique was employed by using Bragg curve 

detector as a br..E det(~ctor and silicon as a stopping E detector so that the high 

energy particles of the light emission fragments can also be measured. Since the 

degree of applicability of a Bragg curve detector depends mostly on the Frisch grid 

to anode gap and the thin entrauce window, a Bragg curve detector with shorter 

Frisch to anode gap can be employed so that particles with higher charge and 

low energies can be detected. A BCD dedicated for measuring fission fragments 

of 252Cf is presented by Oed et. al [Oed83] where the energy resolution for the 

heavier fragments were found to be better than the energy resolution of a surface 

barrier detector by a factor of at least 3. 

In order to optimize the efficiency of the Bragg curve detector further, the next 

phase of this project includes the reduction of the thickness of the entrance window 

by applying a thinner carbon layer as well as the introduction of a charge sensitive 

preamplifier specifically designed for a Bragg curve detector so that electronic noise 

can be reduced. To increase the rate of data taking the geometry consideration of 

a BCD can be changed by reducing its width and length so that more than one 

BCD can be mounted inside the A-line scattering chamber and that angles less 

than 30° can be reached. 
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